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Whole Group Reading: This week, students will be reading and responding to
Alexander, Who Used to Be Rich Last Sunday by Judith Viorst and If You Made a
Million by David M. Schwartz.  Both of these stories are from our schoolʼs reading
anthology.  Students will work to learn related vocabulary, and then respond to
these stories in writing.  One of the responses will involve students creating a
timeline of what Alexander spent his money on.

Mystery Science: Third Graders are doing very well with their new science
program, Mystery Science.   The second activity we will try is also focused on
force and motion.  The information and activity is about balanced forces and
engineering, specifically bridge building.



Bridge Building and Engineering

************

Math: Students are working on mental math, properties of addition, and are
focusing on place value.  We are also practicing our addition and subtraction
math fluency on Reflex.  Once we understand the concept of multiplication and
division, we will all move on to that on Reflex.  We also practice solving
multiplication problems while playing Circles and Stars.

Homework:
I have included an OPTIONAL math game focused on this math unit’s
vocabulary in your child’s homework folder this week (this can count as an
activity for the September Choice Board if you play it).  This week’s
homework packet includes spelling words to study, independent reading
to be logged, and a math practice paper. The spelling test on these words
will be on Friday.  The reading log and the math practice sheet should be



returned on Friday.  The September Homework Choice Board, is due on
September 30, 2021or October 1, 2021 (if any of the options are
completed). Students are also encouraged to play Circles and Stars (a
multiplication game) with someone in their household (this game was sent
home in the Open House packet).  If you like this game and want to play it
more, you may add it to the September Choice Board. Each completed
booklet counts as one completed assignment!  :)

*******

Thatʼs enough for now.  Please email questions, comments, and concerns to
mbakken@scotlandes.org.

Thanks so much for reading our newsletter!

Sincerely,

Meg Bakken
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